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Topics I would like to cover

How we observe disks

• Spectral energy distributions  thermodynamics

• Emission lines  velocity field and structure

• Variability  time scales and instabilities

• Indirect imaging  spatially-resolved structure

Things we learn from observations

• What structures do we see in disks?

• How well does the theory work?

• How much faith should we have in the results?
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The Three Lectures 

Intro and Continuum Emission
• The basics of observing disks 

• Spectral energy distributions

Emission Lines and Indirect Imaging
• Eclipse mapping

• Emission lines from disks and diagnostic value

• Doppler tomography

AGN Disks and Their Emission Lines
• The disk as the source of the emission lines

• Outflows as seen through absorption lines
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Organization of Lecture I6

• Basics First

‣ Sizes, masses, accretion rates, temperatures

‣ Distinction between CVs, XRBs, AGNs, YSOs

• Direct Imaging of Disks

‣ Rare but extremely valuable 

• Spectral Energy Distributions

‣ Assumptions and basic calculations

‣ Applications to specific types of systems

‣ Lessons from comparison of models with data



Basics First...7

Where do we find accretion disks?

• Interacting binary stars

✦ CVs, LMXBs, (short period) Algol binaries

✦ perhaps some HMXBs and some symbiotic stars

• Active galactic nuclei (AGNs)

• Protostars (YSOs)

Other types of disks

• Debris disks in main seq. stars (e.g., β Pictoris)

• Outflow disks (Be and other hot stars) 



Measure lengths in units of the gravitational radius

rg ≡ GM•
c2

= M• (G = c = 1)

For the Sun (1 M! = 2 × 1030 kg), rg = 1.5 km.

For a 108 M! black hole, rg = 1 AU.

Adopt a dimensionless radial coordinate

ξ ≡ r
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=
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This makes for very compact notation.
For example, Kepler’s law can be writen as:

β =
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ξ

(where β = v/c)
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Conventions
Measure lengths in units of the gravitational radius

For compact notation, adopt a 
dimensionless radial coordinate

Kepler’s laws take a very simple 
form (in Greek), for example

For the Sun (1 M) rg = 1.5 km

For a 108 M black hole rg = 1 AU
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• Inner disk radius: 

radius of star or close to event horizon

• Outer disk radius: 

set by tidal truncation in binaries
(or gravitational instability in case of AGNs?)

• Mass of central object: 

can be very hard to measure, especially in AGNs

• Accretion rate: 

estimated indirectly, inherits many uncertainties

Geometry and Energetics9

Lbol = ηrad

G M ṁ

rin

= 4π d2

(

Fobs

ζbol

)



• radius of a WD ~ 108–109 cm (M < 1.4 M)

 

• radius of a NS ~ 10–15 km (M=1.4–2.7 M)

M/R depends on NS equation of state

• radius of event horizon for non-rotating BHs

RS = 2GM / c2

~ 6 km for Stellar BH (M=4 M)

~ 2 AU for Massive BH (M=108 M) 

Inner Disk Radius10

RWD ≈ 5 × 108 (M/M!)−0.8



Outer Disk Radius

• CVs and LMXBs

RD ~ 0.6 RL1 ~ 0.3 a

    ~ R

• AGNs: ???

radius of marginal self gravity

e.g., Goodman & Tan (2004, ApJ, 608, 108) 

R > Rsg: terra incognita
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YSO CV
NS 

XRB
108 M

AGN

ξ in ~107 > 1800 4–7 2

ξ out ~1010 105–106 105–106 >1500
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ξ = r/rg = rc2/GM



• Temperature, non-rotating black hole disks,

• Disk Mass:

‣ Estimate: mass should be accreted in a viscous time

‣ Mass also derived from fits to the SED

Temperature and Disk Mass13

MD ∼ ṁ τvisc(ξout)

Tin ∝ M
−1/4
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YSO CV
NS 

XRB
108 M

AGN

MD (M) ~ 0.1–1 ~ 10–11 ~ 10–11 ~ 105

Tmax
~ 102 K ~104 K

few eV

~107 K

1–2 keV

~105 K

~20 eV

Ideal 
band FIR UV X-ray EUV
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Can We Image Disks Directly?

Nearest CVs

• 1 R @ 50 pc  0.6 milli-arcsec

Nearest AGNs

• 1000 AU @ 1 Mpc  1 milli-arcsec

• but a few large disks imaged with HST in optical

Nearest YSOs

• 100 AU @ 150 pc  0.6 arcsec

• imaged with the HST and with ground-based 
interferometers (near-IR and mm-wave bands)
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Gaseous Disk in M8716

HST/WFPC2 Hα+[N II] image 
Ford et al. 1994, ApJ, 435, L27 

1″



Gaseous Disk in M8117

FIG. 1.—WFPC2 images of the central 1 kpc of M81. Upper lef t: The F547M continuum image. Upper right: The median filtered F547M continuum image. Lower
lef t: The continuum subtracted H! image. Lower right: The UV image. The WFPC2 image segments are 57"5 ! 40"3 in size.

DEVEREUX, FORD, & JACOBY (see 481, L72)

PLATE L3

HST/WFPC2  images: 57.5 × 40.3 arcsec 
Devereux et al. 1997, ApJ, 481, L71

(1500 Å)



Direct Images of Protostellar Disks18

Gomez's Hamburger
IRAS 18059-3211: disk in silhouette

(Hubble Heritage)



FIG. 1.ÈHST /NICMOS images of Taurus young stellar objects, arranged in order of decreasing circumstellar mass. These are pseudoÈtrue color composites of NICMOS F110W (1.1 km), F160W (1.6
km), and F205W (2.05 km) broadband observations. Each image was deconvolved using theoretical point-spread functions, resulting in a factor of 3 reduction in extended PSF features. Note that objects (e)
and ( f) are subarcsecond binaries. North is up in all images.
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Direct Images of Protostellar Disks19
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HST/NICMOS images of YSOs in Taurus



The luxury of imaging...202
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• Combine morphology and SED constraints to 
infer detailed sructure. 

✦ e.g., dust properties from synthetic scattered light 
images and model S.E.D.s

from d’Alessio et al.2001, ApJ, 553, 321



Sizes of Protostellar Disks from Interferometry21
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Disk structure from size measurements22
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Can we isolate the disk without imaging it?

•Observed light 
includes:

✦ Boundary Layer and 
central star

✦ Jet (beamed)

✦ Companion star

✦ Host galaxy of AGN

•Disk light passes 
through 

✦ Atmosphere/wind 

✦ Curved spacetime

23



The Disk-Star Boundary Layer24

Half of the accretion luminosity released in boundary layer

In CVs:   T~108 K if optically thin (e.g., Tylenda 1979)
              T~105 K if otically thick (e.g., Pringle 1977)



• Start with temperaure distribution of disk

where

• Assume local black body emission and 
integrate over the entire disk

Spectral Energy Distributions (S.E.D.s)25

12

fν =
cos i

d2

∫ rout

R!

Bν [T (r)] 2πrdr
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Resulting shape26

∝ ν2

∝ ν1/3

∝ e–hν/hT

3 eV1 Ry1 μmFor CVs
20 eV5000 Å6 μmFor AGNs
2 keV200 eV600 ÅFor XRBs



•Disk should appear 
smaller at shorter 
wavelengths

Wavelength dependent disk size27

fν(r) ∝ 2πr Bν [T (r)]



28
In principle, we can learn a 
lot about the disks if we 
can measure their SEDs 
and fit them with models.

test disk models

infer accretion rate

turn them into tools

Doing this in practice 
is not easy.

need distances and 
masses

need to observe in 
“difficult” bands

need to do very 
messy physics, with 
many uncertainties...



How messy and how uncertain...

The use of black bodies is not adequate...

• Disks have atmospheres with vertical structure

• Scattering is important in very  hot disks

• Dust is present in very cold disks

• Energy generation need not be concentrated in 
the mid-plane of the disk

Need sophisticated atmosphere models

• with proper radiative transfer

• and relativity (special and general)

29



Application to YSOs30

Monier et al. 2005, ApJ, 624, 832

star

star + disk

SED models:
Radiative transfer 
in dusty disk, 
illuminated by 
central star



Accretion rates from SED fitting31

These comparisons clearly indicate a decrease of IR emis-
sion at !10 !m with age. A significant decrease of H " K and
K " L with age is also found in a sample of clusters and group-
ings by Hillenbrand et al. (2005, in preparation), and Sicilia-
Aguilar et al. (2005) observe a similar near-IR flux deficit
relative to Taurus in Spitzer IRAC colors of the#5 Myr cluster
Tr 37. IR emission shortward of 10 !m arises in the inner disks,
inward of a few AU, in T Tauri stars, which are sufficiently hot
to produce such emission (Meyer et al. 1997; D’Alessio et al.
1998, 1999, 2001). Thus, the observed decrease of fluxes with
age must be related to physical phenomena occurring in these
inner regions of the disks as a result of disk evolution. We
explore possible implications of these results in x 4.

3.4. Spectral Energgy Distributions

Analyses of color-color diagrams in x 3.3 indicate a clear
difference between emission of the disks in Ori OB1 and in
Taurus; disks in the Orion OB1 stars emit less flux at near-IR
wavelengths than typical disks in Taurus. The comparison is
seen clearly in Figure 7, where we plot the SEDs of the stars
observed with Gemini OSCIR, including the measurement and
upper limits at 18 !m from Table 2. Optical and near-IR fluxes
have been calculated from magnitudes in Table 1 and corrected

for reddening in Table 3. These SEDs are compared with the
median SED of CTTSs in Taurus (D’Alessio et al. 2001, here-
after D01), scaled to the flux at H of each star. The error bars in
the median show the first quartiles of the distribution (i.e., 50%
of the Taurus stars fall within the error bars).
The SEDs of the Orion stars show excesses relative to the

photosphere, consistent with the fact that the sample observed
with Gemini was selected on the basis of being bright at K and
having large H " K excesses. However, even with this selec-
tion bias, the Ori OB1 disks are fainter than #50%–75% of the
Taurus sample in the mid-IR.

3.5. Mass Accretion Rates

We interpret the excesses inU " B andU " V relative to photo-
spheric fluxes in the CTTSs in Ori OB1a and 1b as due to emission
from the accretion shock on the stellar surface (Hartigan et al.
1991, 1995; Gullbring et al. 1998; Calvet & Gullbring 1998). In
the framework of this interpretation, the excess luminosity above
photospheric colors is a measure of the accretion luminosity re-
leased as matter falls from the disk onto the star, following
the magnetic field lines that disrupt the disk (cf. Hartmann
1998). We used the dereddened U photometry and spectral
types to obtain the excess luminosity in U above the intrinsic

Fig. 7.—SEDs of stars observed with Gemini OSCIR (circles) compared with the Taurus median (D01; dashed lines), normalized to the H magnitude of each star.
The error bars in the Taurus median correspond to the first quartiles. The triangles indicate upper limits. The photospheric fluxes in the near-IR (dotted lines) are
constructed from colors of dwarfs from KH95, normalized to the H magnitude of each star.
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photospheric fluxes, LU ; this luminosity was used to estimate the
accretion luminosity, Lacc, using the calibration of Gullbring et al.
(1998). These estimates are listed in Table 3. The largest uncer-
tainty in the determination ofLU, and thusLacc , comes fromuncer-
tainties in the determination of the extinctionAV , which amount to
!30%–40%.

Using Lacc ! 0:8GMṀ=R" (assuming a radius of !5R* for
the magnetospheric radius; Calvet & Gullbring 1998), with the
mass and radius determined from the location in the H-R dia-
gram, we can infer the mass accretion rate Ṁ of the objects.
These rates are listed in Table 3. In addition to the uncertainties
in Lacc, the formal uncertainty in Ṁ includes errors in radius and
mass, which are of order 15%–20%; thus, the mass accretion
rates are constrained within a factor of 2. Given the uncertain-
ties in the original calibration between LU and Lacc, this uncer-
tainty can be a factor of 2 larger (Gullbring et al. 1998). As the
errors are uncorrelated, the total error amounts to a factor of 3.

In Figure 8 we show histograms with the number of objects
per bin of log Ṁ , each of size 0.5, for the three populations, with
Ori OB1a at the top, 1b at the middle, and Taurus at the bottom.
The mass accretion rates in Taurus are taken from Gullbring
et al. (1998) and Hartmann et al. (1998). These measurements
of Ṁ were obtained from Lacc using masses estimated with the
D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1994) evolutionary tracks; we have
recalculated them using masses for the Taurus stars estimated
with the Siess et al. (2000) evolutionary tracks, for consis-
tency with the work presented here. The actual values of Ṁ in
bins with Ṁ <10#10 M$ yr#1 are highly uncertain. At these
levels, emission due to stellar surface activity becomes an im-
portant or dominant contributor to the U excess, as comparison
with the WTTSs in the sample shows. In these cases, the de-
termined values are upper limits to the true Ṁs.

The age of the three populations shown increases from bottom
to top. In all three cases, there is a large spread in the ranges of
values of Ṁ . However, as time proceeds, the number of rapid
accretors decreases; only the low accretors remain in Ori OB1a.
One ‘‘continuum’’ star is found in Ori OB1b (see Table 3); we did

not have enough spectral resolution to distinguish spectral fea-
tures and thus determine its spectral type and derived properties.
This continuum star does not appear in Figure 8; if its properties
were similar to those of continuum stars in Taurus, then it could
have Ṁ ! few ; 10#7 M$ yr#1 (Gullbring et al. 1998, 2000;
Calvet & Gullbring 1998). However, even including this star, the
relative number of rapid accretors in Ori OB1b would be smaller
than in Taurus.

We compared the distributions of log Ṁ in the three regions
using a two-sided K-S test. The results indicated that the prob-
ability that the Ori OB1b and Taurus samples are drawn from
the same underlying distribution is only 3%; the same is true for
Ori OB1b versus Ori OB1a. For a further test, we have added
the continuum star in Ori OB1b to the distribution, assuming a
mass accretion rate of 10#7M$ yr#1; even in this case, the prob-
ability that the Ori OB1b sample is drawn from the same distri-
bution as Taurus is onlymarginally larger, 9%. Thus, we conclude
that the distributions of accretion rates are significantly different
between the three regions.

Figure 9 plots the derived mass accretion rates and ages
of CTTSs in Ori OB1a and 1b from Table 3. We also plot in
Figure 9 similar data for Taurus, !Oph, Chameleon (Hartmann
et al.1998), and the TWHya association (TWA;Muzerolle et al.
2000). All masses and mass accretion rates of these latter objects
have been recalibrated using the Siess et al. (2000) evolutionary
tracks. The mass accretion rates of the disks in Ori OB1 are con-
sistent with those in other associations and show a clear decrease
with age. The star CVSO 41 in Ori OB1a has an apparent age of
88 Myr (Table 3) and still shows a fairly high value of Ṁ . The
spectral type of this star is K2, so it could have a large age un-
certainty. It is known that pre–main-sequence stars in this spectral
type range tend to have higher apparent ages than cooler objects
(Hillenbrand 1997); this behavior has been attributed to uncer-
tainties in the birth line location (Hartmann 2003).

Fig. 8.—Distribution of mass accretion rates for Ori OB1a (top), Ori OB1b
(middle) and Taurus (bottom). Data from Taurus from Gullbring et al. (1998)
and Hartmann et al. (1998) are recalculated with masses estimated from the
Siess et al. (2000) evolutionary tracks.

Fig. 9.—Mass accretion rate vs. age for several associations: Ori OB1a
(open upward-pointing triangles), Ori OB1b (squares), Taurus ( filled circles),
! Oph (open circles), Chamaeleon I ( filled triangles), TWA (open downward-
pointing triangles), with data from Hartmann et al. (1998) and Muzerolle et al.
(2000, 2001). The solid line shows a model for viscous evolution for an initial
disk mass of 0.2 M$ and " ¼ 0:01 from Hartmann et al. (1998). A typical
error bar is shown.

DISK EVOLUTION IN ORI OB1 943No. 2, 2005

Calvet et al., 2005, AJ, 129, 935

Evolution of protostellar disks in the 
Orion OB1 association.

Model fits to SEDs yield the accretion 
rate (among other parameters).

Accretion rate appears 
to drop as the stars age.

Disks are consumed 
(“viscous evolution”).



Disk size & structure from SED fitting32
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TABLE 1
Observing Log

Target R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) Spectral Type
10 mm Flux Density

(Jy) Observation Date Spitzer AOR ID

DM Tau . . . . . . 04 33 48.72 !18 10 10.0 M1e 0.05 2004 Feb 08 3536384
GM Aur . . . . . . 04 55 10.98 !30 21 59.5 K5e 0.24 2004 Feb 27 3538944

Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.

Fig. 1.—IRS spectra of GM Aur and DM Tau (solid lines). IRAC data for
GM Aur from Hartmann et al. (2005) are also shown (triangles). The data
have been corrected for reddening with extinctions in Table 2 and theAV
Mathis (1990) reddening law. The best models with parameters in Table 2 are
shown in heavy solid lines. Separate components are also shown: wall (short-
long dashed line), outer disk (dot-dashed line), and inner optically thin region
(long dash line). The photosphere is shown with a dotted line. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

tions, and in § 3 we present our interpretation. Implications of
our analysis are discussed in § 4.

2. OBSERVATIONS

We observed DM Tau and GM Aur in 2004 February, as
described in Table 1. For both targets we used all four low
spectral resolutionmodes of the IRS, together spanning thewave-
length range , at resolving powerl p 5.2–40 mm l/Dl p

. Each observation was carried out in IRS spectral map-60–120
ping mode and consisted of a raster scan (spatial direction2# 3
times dispersion direction). The target positions were centered
in the slit in the middle sample of each three-sample row of the
raster and displaced from one another along the spectrograph
slits by one-third of the slit length in the spatial direction in the
two three-sample rows of the raster. This displacement corre-
sponds to 18!.2 for the short-wavelength, low-resolution (SL)
module of IRS and to 50!.4 for the long-wavelength, low-reso-
lution (LL) module. In the dispersion direction the sample po-
sitions were separated by three-fourths of the slit width in SL
(2!.84) and by half the slit width in LL (4!.85). This use of IRS
spectral mapping mode allows us to avoid lengthy pointing peak-
up exercises, while still ensuring good spectrophotometry in case

of minor pointing errors. In the present case each target was
precisely centered in the middle position of each row, so we
reduced these middle positions as if they were ordinary, nodded
observations. The total exposure times were 12 s in each or the
two grating orders for each spectrograph module. Both orders
of each low-resolution spectrograph are observed simulta-
neously, but the target is placed in each order sequentially; con-
sequently, off-target sky observations are made at the same time
as the target observations.
To extract and calibrate the spectra of DM Tau and GM Aur,

we used the SMART software package developed by the IRS
instrument team (Higdon et al. 2004). Starting with the Spitzer
Science Center’s IRS pipeline (ver. S11.0.2) basic calibrated
data, we subtracted sky emission point by point, using the off-
target order and then extracted the spectrum of a point source
from each spectral image using a variable-width column scaled
to the size of the point-spread function. We divided these re-
sulting spectra by identically prepared spectra from observa-
tions of a photometric standard star, a Lac (A1 V), and mul-
tiplied by the template spectrum appropriate for a Lac (Cohen
et al. 2003). The resulting, complete spectra for each nod po-
sition were averaged to produce the final spectra and subtracted
and halved to provide an estimate of the uncertainties at each
point. The rms noise in the spectrum corresponds to 2–4 mJy
in the 5–14 mm range, and 4–7 mJy in the 14–34 mm range,
very close to that dictated by the zodiacal background limit,
source-photon shot noise, and by the throughput and detective
quantum efficiency of the IRS. We estimate the absolute spec-
trophotometric accuracy to be about 5% and the relative ac-
curacy to be 2%–3%, as determined by the noise-related un-
certainties. Figure 1 shows the IRS spectra of GM Aur and
DM Tau, including the IRAC fluxes of GMAur from Hartmann
et al. (2005).

3. ANALYSIS

We model the disks of GM Aur and DM Tau as consisting
of an optically thick outer disk with a wall directly exposed to
stellar radiation and an inner region with small enough amounts
of dust to render it optically thin. The radiative transfer in the
wall atmosphere is carried out as in D’Alessio et al. (2005b),
for given stellar mass , radius , effective temperature ,M R T∗ ∗ ∗
dust components, and wall parameters , , and , whichT R zw w w
are the temperature of the optically thin surface of the wall
atmosphere, the wall radius, and its half-height, respectively.
The structure and emission of the rest of the optically thick
disk is calculated following the procedures of D’Alessio et al.
(1999, 2001, 2005a), including dust settling to the midplane.
Both disks considered here are strong millimeter emitters, and
we use fluxes at these wavelengths to constrain the properties
of the outer disks. Input parameters for these calculations are
the stellar properties and the mass accretion rate of the disk
, the viscosity parameter a, and the dust composition andṀ

settling parameter , that is, the mass fraction of smalle p z /zup st
grains in the upper layers relative to the standard dust-to-gas
mass ratio (see D’Alessio et al. 2005a). We adopt the mass
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TABLE 2
Stellar and Model Properties

Parameter GM Aur DM Tau

(M,) . . . . . . . . . .M∗ 1.2 0.65
(R,) . . . . . . . . . . .R∗ 1.5 1.2
(K) . . . . . . . . . . . . .T∗ 4730 3720

i (deg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 40
AV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2 0.5
(M, yr!1) . . . . . .Ṁ 10!8 2 # 10!9

Wall

Tw (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 215
Rw (AU) . . . . . . . . . . . 24 3
zw (AU) . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9 0.15

a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .z /Hw 1.05 2.2

Outer Disk

e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 0.1
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.005 0.0015
Md (M,) . . . . . . . . . . 0.09 0.05

a H is the scale height.

Fig. 2.—SEDs of GM Aur and DM Tau. IRS from Fig. 1. Optical (open
circles) data from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995, hereafter KH95) and 2MASS
(solid circles) corrected for reddening with extinctions in Table 2 and theAV
Mathis (1990) reddening law. Millimeter fluxes (pentagons) are from Dutrey
et al. (1996). The short-dashed line is the median SED of Taurus with quartiles
(error bars; D’Alessio et al. 1999). Photospheric fluxes (dotted lines) have
being constructed from colors for standard stars in KH95, scaled at J. The
model components are as in Fig. 1. [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]

accretion rate determined from veiling measurements for the
calculation of the structure of the outer disk, although there is
no reason why this , which pertains to properties of the innerṀ
disk, should be adequate to describe the outer disk. The relevant
quantity in the calculation is , which determines the massṀ/a
surface density and thus the disk mass (see D’Alessio et al.
1999). By varying a for fixed , we are effectively findingṀ
the distribution of surface density and thus the disk mass Md
that better fits the observations.
The spectrum from the inner regions is calculated as the sum

of the emergent flux from optically thin annuli in a region
extending from the dust destruction radius to a given radius,
determined by the best fit, where the dust in each annulus is
heated by stellar radiation. For a given dust mixture of several
compounds and size distribution, the temperature is cal-T(R)
culated using the mean opacities. The total emission is param-
eterized in terms of the vertical optical depth at 10 mm, ,t0
which we allow to vary as a power law in radius (see C02).
Here we aim for a gross characterization of the dust content
of the inner disk; a detailed analysis will be published elsewhere
(B. Sargent et al. 2005, in preparation). Stellar parameters and
mass accretion rates for both sources are taken from White &
Ghez (2001) and given in Table 2, along with inclinations
consistent with those in Simon et al. (2000).
Figure 2 shows the SEDs of both sources, with the IRS

spectra of Figure 1 and optical, near-infrared, IRAS, and mil-
limeter data from references given in the caption. We also show
the Taurus median from D’Alessio et al. (1999); the flux deficit
at near-infrared and excess at mid- and far-infrared relative to
the median clearly characterize these objects as transitional
disks. Figures 1 and 2 also show fluxes predicted by the best
models with parameters in Table 2.
The SED of GM Aur requires an optically thick disk trun-

cated at ∼24 AU. The atmosphere of the wall of this disk
produces little emission at 10 mm; most of this emission arises
in an optically thin inner region with , which is alsot ∼ 0.0020
responsible for the excess above photospheric fluxes in the near-
infrared region. To explain the spectral distribution of this ex-
cess we use a dust mixture consisting of 48% amorphous sil-
icates (glassy ; Dorschner et al. 1995), 3% ofMg Fe SiO0.7 0.3 3
amorphous carbon (optical constants from Mathis & Whiffen
1989), 42% of organics and 3% of troilite (optical constant
from Pollack et al. 1994), and 2% of forsterite (opacities from

Koike et al. 1999). The opacity of this mixture (except for-
sterite) is calculated with Mie theory, for a power-law size
distribution with exponent 3.5, between mm anda p 0.005min

mm. The outer boundary of the optically thin re-a p 0.25max
gion cannot extend much beyond 5 AU; otherwise the flux
ratio between 20 mm and 10 mm increases and it is not possible
to fit the observed spectrum. Also, the optical depth of the dust
in this region does not seem to vary significantly with radius.
The total mass of small dust grains in the optically thin inner
region is equal to , or about 0.02 lunar masses.!107# 10 M,

The interpretation of the SED of DM Tau requires only an
outer optically thick disk with a wall frontally exposed to stellar
radiation, consistent with the fact that there is no excess above
photospheric fluxes shortward of 10 mm. The weak silicate
emission can be explained in terms of interstellar medium
grains in the wall atmosphere, similar to the case of CoKu Tau/
4 (D’Alessio et al. 2005b). Assuming the same composition as
the inner disk in GM Aur, we estimate an upper limit of

, or about 0.0007 lunar masses for the mass of!112# 10 M,

small grains in the inner disk of DM Tau, assuming it extends
out to the wall of the outer disk.
In both cases, the outer disks are fairly substantial. They can

be fitted with models where the mass fraction of small grains in
the upper layers has decreased to 10% of the standard ratio
( ). The best fit requires very low values of a (Table 2),e p 0.1
implying relatively high disk masses, 0.09 for GM Aur andM,

0.05 for DM Tau. Our mass estimates are higher by ∼2 thanM,

previous determinations by Dutrey et al. (1996) and Kitamura
et al. (2002), which can be explained by the fact that our opacity

Full SED FIR (Spitzer IRS)

Fits of SED models indicate a gap in the inner disk.
Gap manifests itself as a dip in the SED at 1 micron.
Spitzer IRS data constrain the SED at the crucial  wavelength.

figures from Calvet et al. 2005, 630, L185



Imaging combined with SED fitting33

sketch from Monier et al. 
2005, ApJ, 624, 832

•Measurements of disk 
inner radii with Keck 
interferometer.

•Fix values in SED 
models. 

•Infer vertical strucure of 
inner disk.

Eisner et al. 2004, 
ApJ, 613, 1049



Applications to CVs34

• Energy produced in disk 
midplane.

• Propagates through plane-
parallel atmosphere.

• Limb darkening, 
foreshortening, rotational 
broadening of lines.

• Ideal range to observe: 
near-UV, 912–2000 Å

• Relativity not needed



Examples of resulting spectra35

No. 1, 1998 DETAILED UV SPECTRA FOR ACCRETION DISKS IN CVs 357

is sufficiently small, or if the disk is viewed at a high inclina-
tion angle.

shows, also for k \ 0.750, the behavior of twoFigure 4
disk Ñux ratios, andfl(1075 A! )/fl(1455 A! ) fl(1455 A! )/fl(1945

as is varied. The former ratio relates far-UV andA! ), m5
mid-UV Ñux, and the latter ratio is a measure of the
mid-UV slope of the spectrum. As before, solid lines connect
models at the same and dashed lines connect modelsMwd,
having the same As increases, the Ñux ratios (orTmax. Tmaxcolors) become ““ bluer.ÏÏ The mid-UV slope is relatively
insensitive to disk properties, and above KTmax D 39,000
shows hardly any change. The far-UV/mid-UV ratio is
more sensitive to as expected. Note that the Ñux ratiosTmax,are sensitive to disk inclination, through the e†ect of limb
darkening, discussed below.

The previous two Ðgures illustrated the behavior of disk
Ñuxes for a Ðxed viewing direction, k \ 0.75. Even apart
from e†ects resulting from the changing projected area, the
Ñux from a disk will change with k owing to limb darkening.
The colors (i.e., Ñux ratios) will change as well, since limb
darkening is wavelength dependent. These e†ects are illus-
trated in which shows log versus k for two disks,Figure 5, flmodels bb and z, at three wavelengths 1075 1455 andA! , A! ,
1945 A! .

Limb darkening occurs for both stars and disks. Invoking
the classical Eddington-Barbier relation, the speciÐc inten-
sity where is the source function, givenIl(k) B Sl(ql \ k), Slin LTE by the Planck function, Since the temperatureBl(T ).
decreases (vertically) outward, the speciÐc intensities at

FIG. 4.ÈRatios of Ñux for disks viewed from an inclinationfl i \ 41¡.4
(k \ 0.750). Points corresponding to disk models d, m, x, and † are labeled.
Solid lines connect models with the same (rightmost curve 0.35Mwd M

_
,

leftmost curve 1.21 Dashed lines connect models with roughly theM
_

).
same (lowest curve D16,500 K, uppermost curve D92,000 K). TheTmaxcolor range (at a Ðxed value of k) is narrower for the Ñux ratio involving
longer wavelengths, as expected.

FIG. 5.ÈSolid circles : Nonprojected Ñuxes at 1075, 1455, and 1945fl A!
(top to bottom, at k \ 1) for disk model bb (Mwd \ 0.550 M

_
, m5 \ 10~8.5

yr~1). Open circles : Same for disk model zM
_

(Mwd \ 1.210 M
_

, m5 \
10~9.0 yr~1). Model bb has K, and model z hasM

_
Tmax \ 39,110 Tmax \

51,520 K. Colors (Ñux ratios) and Ñuxes clearly depend on k, in addition to
and Nonprojected Ñux shows the e†ect of limb darkening only ;Mwd m5 .

multiply by a factor k \ cos i to account for geometric foreshortening. One
milliJansky (mJy) \ 10~26 ergs cm~2 s~1 Hz~1.

lower values of k sample lower temperature regions, thereby
producing a spectral energy distribution that is both redder
and dimmer. In the case of disks there is no averaging over a
hemisphere as there is in the case of stars because disks lack
spherical symmetry. The full e†ect of limb darkening is
therefore observable, and disks appear very considerably
dimmer and reddened when viewed at high inclination.

et al. have discussed ultraviolet limb darkeningDiaz (1996)
for disks in detail.

Attention is now turned from photometric properties to
the appearance of the actual disk spectra. shows aFigure 6
sequence of far-UV spectra for disks around afj Mwd \
0.80 white dwarf, viewed with k \ 0.50, normalizedM

_near 1330 The quantity that varies is the mass transferA! .
rate The dramatic change in overall spectral slope is duem5 .
to the increasing temperature of the disk. The hydrogen
lines, too, show changes in strength and proÐle. Two e†ects
are at work for the lines : (1) as the disk becomes hotter
overall, relatively larger areas of the disk are formed at high
temperatures where the H lines are weak ; (2) as the disk is
made hotter, the location in the disk at which the H lines

FIG. 6.ÈFar-UV Ñuxes normalized at 1330 for a sequence of diskfj, A! ,
models (m, n, p, q, cc, hh) with constant white dwarf mass but increasing m5
(bottom to top). All spectra are shown as seen from a viewing direction
i \ 60¡ (k \ cos i \ 0.50). Spectra are convolved with a Gaussian instru-
mental proÐle, FWHM \ 1.0 A! .
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FIG. 7.ÈMid-UV Ñuxes normalized at 1950 for the samefj, A! ,
sequence of disk models shown in Details are the same as forFig. 6. Fig. 6.

attain maximum strength moves outward, toward lesser
orbital speeds and smaller associated Doppler broadening.

The change in line shape due to the change in Doppler
broadening is also noticeable in the weaker lines. For
example, near 1135 note how ““ absorption ÏÏ metamor-A!
phoses into ““ emission ÏÏ at the highest This is actually am5 .
case of separate features combining in the less luminous
models to form a single absorption feature, placed roughly
halfway between their rest wavelengths, but only if the disk
is cool enough overall that these features are formed in the
inner disk where orbital speeds are high. (See also Fig. 8.)

shows the mid-UV spectra for the sameFigure 7
sequence of disk models, again viewed at k \ 0.50. The nor-
malization of spectra is now at 1950 Hotter disks areA! .
““ bluer ÏÏ (more Ñux at short wavelengths), and the detailed
line spectra again show sensitivity to (1) the e†ective tem-
peratures attained in the disk and (2) the velocities charac-
terizing the radii in the disk where those temperatures are
attained.

Another view of the far-UV spectrum is provided in
where a single disk model, bb, is viewed from aFigure 8,

variety of di†erent lines of sight labeled by k. Recall that the
geometric projection factor cos i \ k is not included, so the
change in Ñux levels shown in the Ðgure is due to limb
darkening alone. Limb darkening is very strong in the ultra-
violet and is sensitive to both temperature and wavelength.

FIG. 8.ÈFar-UV, nonprojected Ñuxes from disk model bbfj (Mwd \
0.550 yr~1), for six inclinations, k \ 0.99, 0.95, 0.75,M

_
, m5 \ 10~8.5 M

_0.50, 0.25, and 0.15 (top to bottom). The k \ 0.99 curve is o†set vertically
by 0.5 ] 10~11 ergs cm~2 s~1 and shown with a heavier line forA! ~1
clarity. E†ects of limb darkening and line blending are apparent. Fluxes
should be multiplied by a factor k \ cos i to account for geometrical
foreshortening.

Also evident is the strong dependence of the shape and
strength of features on inclination angle. Since di†erent kÏs
correspond to di†erent velocity projection factors, the
pattern of minima and maxima in the disk integrated spec-
trum changes markedly from one example to the next. Indi-
vidual features appear to broaden, split, merge, or shift their
locations. The overall spectrum becomes smoother when
the disk is viewed more nearly edge-on.

Note in how local maxima in the disk Ñux mayFigure 8
appear at the rest wavelengths of strong features, when the
feature has been split in two by the Doppler e†ect, such as
the 1085 line of He II, viewed at k \ 0.500. Lines formedA!
at high temperature in the inner disk will be broadened
more, at a particular inclination, than lines formed in the
more slowly moving, cool outer disk. Thus a single
““ broadening convolution ÏÏ cannot be applied to a disk
spectrum, as it can be to the spectrum of a single star :
spectrum synthesis is mandatory.

A Ðnal exploration of the dependence of disk spectra on
temperature is provided by which shows theFigure 9,
region 1300È1700 for a sequence of disks with increasingA!

onto a 0.80 white dwarf. The viewing angle is nearlym5 M
_face-on in this diagram, and Ñuxes are plotted logarithmi-

cally to facilitate comparison of feature strengths in one
model with another. ““ Cooler ÏÏ disks (models m, n, p) show
certain absorption features more strongly than hot disks
and vice versa. Thus, the integrated disk spectra do retain,
in some measure, information concerning the local, rest
frame spectra (cf. of the rings from which they areFig. 1)
constituted. This information appears in a diluted and con-

FIG. 9.ÈDetails of the mid-UV spectra of a sequence of disk models,
showing the characteristic features of disks as a function of disk tem-
perature The spectra are shown as seen from a viewing angle ofTmax.so that line blending is minimized. Nonprojected Ñuxes are for ai \ 8¡.1
viewing distance of 100 pc. As with all Ðgures in this report, the Ñux from
the white dwarf is not included.

•Sequence of 
increasing dM/dt
(bottom to top)

•Continua get bluer 
with dM/dt

•Absorption lines get 
shallower

from Wade & Hubeny 1998, 
ApJ, 509, 350



Effect of rotation and limb darkening36
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FIG. 7.ÈMid-UV Ñuxes normalized at 1950 for the samefj, A! ,
sequence of disk models shown in Details are the same as forFig. 6. Fig. 6.

attain maximum strength moves outward, toward lesser
orbital speeds and smaller associated Doppler broadening.

The change in line shape due to the change in Doppler
broadening is also noticeable in the weaker lines. For
example, near 1135 note how ““ absorption ÏÏ metamor-A!
phoses into ““ emission ÏÏ at the highest This is actually am5 .
case of separate features combining in the less luminous
models to form a single absorption feature, placed roughly
halfway between their rest wavelengths, but only if the disk
is cool enough overall that these features are formed in the
inner disk where orbital speeds are high. (See also Fig. 8.)

shows the mid-UV spectra for the sameFigure 7
sequence of disk models, again viewed at k \ 0.50. The nor-
malization of spectra is now at 1950 Hotter disks areA! .
““ bluer ÏÏ (more Ñux at short wavelengths), and the detailed
line spectra again show sensitivity to (1) the e†ective tem-
peratures attained in the disk and (2) the velocities charac-
terizing the radii in the disk where those temperatures are
attained.

Another view of the far-UV spectrum is provided in
where a single disk model, bb, is viewed from aFigure 8,

variety of di†erent lines of sight labeled by k. Recall that the
geometric projection factor cos i \ k is not included, so the
change in Ñux levels shown in the Ðgure is due to limb
darkening alone. Limb darkening is very strong in the ultra-
violet and is sensitive to both temperature and wavelength.

FIG. 8.ÈFar-UV, nonprojected Ñuxes from disk model bbfj (Mwd \
0.550 yr~1), for six inclinations, k \ 0.99, 0.95, 0.75,M

_
, m5 \ 10~8.5 M

_0.50, 0.25, and 0.15 (top to bottom). The k \ 0.99 curve is o†set vertically
by 0.5 ] 10~11 ergs cm~2 s~1 and shown with a heavier line forA! ~1
clarity. E†ects of limb darkening and line blending are apparent. Fluxes
should be multiplied by a factor k \ cos i to account for geometrical
foreshortening.

Also evident is the strong dependence of the shape and
strength of features on inclination angle. Since di†erent kÏs
correspond to di†erent velocity projection factors, the
pattern of minima and maxima in the disk integrated spec-
trum changes markedly from one example to the next. Indi-
vidual features appear to broaden, split, merge, or shift their
locations. The overall spectrum becomes smoother when
the disk is viewed more nearly edge-on.

Note in how local maxima in the disk Ñux mayFigure 8
appear at the rest wavelengths of strong features, when the
feature has been split in two by the Doppler e†ect, such as
the 1085 line of He II, viewed at k \ 0.500. Lines formedA!
at high temperature in the inner disk will be broadened
more, at a particular inclination, than lines formed in the
more slowly moving, cool outer disk. Thus a single
““ broadening convolution ÏÏ cannot be applied to a disk
spectrum, as it can be to the spectrum of a single star :
spectrum synthesis is mandatory.

A Ðnal exploration of the dependence of disk spectra on
temperature is provided by which shows theFigure 9,
region 1300È1700 for a sequence of disks with increasingA!

onto a 0.80 white dwarf. The viewing angle is nearlym5 M
_face-on in this diagram, and Ñuxes are plotted logarithmi-

cally to facilitate comparison of feature strengths in one
model with another. ““ Cooler ÏÏ disks (models m, n, p) show
certain absorption features more strongly than hot disks
and vice versa. Thus, the integrated disk spectra do retain,
in some measure, information concerning the local, rest
frame spectra (cf. of the rings from which they areFig. 1)
constituted. This information appears in a diluted and con-

FIG. 9.ÈDetails of the mid-UV spectra of a sequence of disk models,
showing the characteristic features of disks as a function of disk tem-
perature The spectra are shown as seen from a viewing angle ofTmax.so that line blending is minimized. Nonprojected Ñuxes are for ai \ 8¡.1
viewing distance of 100 pc. As with all Ðgures in this report, the Ñux from
the white dwarf is not included.

face-on
i = 8o

edge-on
i = 81o

Weak lines blend together into a pseudo-continuum

NOT A BLACKBODY!

from Wade & Hubeny 1998, ApJ, 509, 350



Comparison with observations38
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•Cannot match flux and 
slope of UV spectra of CVs 
at the same time

Wade 1988, ApJ, 335, 394
Puebla et al. 2008, AJ, 134, 1923

•Possible avenues to a 
solution:

✦ Temperature profile of inner 
disk.

✦ Optically thin gas in disk

✦ Wind



Applications to Luminous AGNs39

FUV X-rayFIRradio

jet/lobes

heated 
dust hot

corona

BBB
thin
disk
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Average S.E.D.s of quasars

SEDs from 
Elvis et al. 1994, ApJS, 95,1
Richards et al 2006, ApJS, 166, 470



Emission models for thin disks in AGNs40

• Historically, stellar atmospheres used to 
approximate disk atmosphere  (matched in T 
and g). e.g., Sun & Malkan 1989, ApJ, 346, 68

• Shortcomings:

✦ Disks have a different density than stars for the 
same combination of T and g 
 different opacity

✦ Temperature gradient of disk atmospheres 
different from stellar atmospheres 
 different absorption lines



Models for AGN accretion disk SEDs

by Laor & Netzer 1989, MNRAS, 238, 897

• Calculation of H+He disk atmospheres based 
on vertical structure from α-disk models

✦ free-free, bound-free opacity (latter is important)

✦ comptonizaton, when necessary

✦ various prescriptions for vertical temperature 
gradient

✦ special and general relativity

41



Model examples 42
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Vertical thermal structure:
a = isothermal
b = temp. gradient
c = black body (reference)
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from Laor & Netzer 1989, MNRAS, 238, 897



More examples: effect of inclination43
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Effect of inclination: 
curves labeled by cos i, from face on to 75o

non-rotating rotating

from Laor & Netzer 1989, MNRAS, 238, 897
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Comparison with data: mixed success44
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• Fits not always good. 

• Model parameters not well constrained



Comparison with data: issues

• FIR power-law needs to be invoked - ad hoc

• No smooth connection to X-ray data

45
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Comparison with data: more issues

• Ly edge: predicted but not observed. Breaks 
observed instead.

✦ Need even better atmosphere models.

• Edges can be smoothed by scattering, but 
should lead to polarization. 

✦ Early measurements of polarization did not agree 
with predictions (too high or too low).

✦ Latest polarization  observations (Kishimoto et al. 
2003, 2004, 2005) may have uncovered Balmer 
edge and disk thermal emisson in polarized light.

46



High-Resolution UV Spectra of BBB

Shang et al. 2005, ApJ, 619, 41

✦ Find breaks in UV spectra of quasars and 
determine slope on either side

✦ Compare break wavelengths and slopes with hot 
atmosphere models (from Hubeny et al. 2001)

✦ Reasonable slopes but none of the expected 
correlations between model parameters found.

47



Application to Low-Luminosity AGNs48

Collection of LL-AGN SEDs
from Ho 1999, ApJ, 516, 672



Main radiation processes involved49

• From hot torus: 

✦ Synchrotron followed by inverse compton

✦ Bremstrahlung

• From the thin disk

✦ thermal emission
(could be irradiated)

• From the jet 

✦ Synchrotron followed inverse compton



Fit to the SED of NGC 399850
from Ptak et al. 2004, ApJ, 606, 173

Fits with three different 
ADAF/ADIOS models plus 
thin outer disk.

Comparison with thin 
comptonized disk model 
and broken power law



What we know about LL-AGN SEDs51

• VLA/VLBA observations  

✦ compact, high-TB  radio cores and jets

✦ jets required for radio portion of SED.

• Chandra X-ray observations 

✦ unresolved X-ray sources with power-law spectra

✦ may be emission from ADAF/RIAF

• HST UV Observations 

✦ variable, unresolved sources at 2500 Å

✦ does this agree with ADAF models?



New Average S.E.D. of LL-AGNs52

from Eracleous et al 
2008, ApJ, submitted



Fits to individual objects: M8153
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Fits to individual objects: M8454
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Fits to individual objects: NGC 427455

• Ambiguous case: more than one physically 
plausible solution possible 

• Value of δ controls contribution of ADAF to the 
X-ray band and leads to different solutions



Applications to XRBs56

• New generation of models based on latest 
theoretical developments.

✦ Most sophisticated atmosphere models yet

✦ Electron scattering and comptonization

✦ Fully relativistic ray propagation

✦ Boundary conditions at inner disk edge

✦ Vertical energy dissipation profile

• Compare to BH-XRBs with known masses, 
distances, and inclinations



Application to XRBs and the B. H. spin57
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rotating

non-rotating• Multi-color disk with 
modified blackbodies

• Adjust spin parameter 
to fit X-ray spectrum.

• Verify by checking if 
         L(T) ∝ T4

as the system varies

Iν ≈

Bν(fcolT )

f4
col

figure from Laor & Netzer 1989, 
MNRAS, 238, 897



Applications to XRBs: Recap58

• New generation of models based on latest 
theoretical developments.
Davies et al. 2006, ApJ 621, 372

✦ Most sophisticated atmosphere models yet

✦ Electron scattering and comptonization

✦ Fully relativistic ray propagation

✦ Boundary conditions at inner disk edge

✦ Vertical energy dissipation profile

• Compare to BH-XRBs with known masses, 
distances, and inclinations



Results59

are amuch better representation of the soft thermal emission than
the narrower DISKBB.

The quality of the DISKBB fit is sensitive to the model of the
nonthermal emission. If we treat ! as a free parameter, ! drops
and the fit improves slightly ("2

# ¼ 320/176) but remains poor
compared with KERRBB and BHSPEC. The COMPTT spec-
trum steepens as ! decreases. This extra flux in the ‘‘tail’’ of the
thermal component compensates for a decrease in Tin, which al-
lows DISKBB to better approximate the low-energy photons.
The fit further improves to"2

# ¼ 264/176 if we replace COMPTT
with a power law. This provides a slightly better fit thanKERRBB
but BHSPEC is still preferred. The best-fit model now requires a
steep power law component, ! " 2:8, which is consistent with
the best-fit model of Haardt et al. (2001). However, the power-
law flux now exceeds the DISKBB flux at low energies. This
result is unphysical in a picture where the soft X-ray emission
provides the bulk of the seed photons for the nonthermal compo-
nent. This is also likely the explanation for why the Haardt et al.
(2001) fits require a larger neutral hydrogen column. This incon-
sistency was also pointed out by Yao et al. (2005). who found a
self-consistent fit with a Comptonized multitemperature black-
body model. In contrast, the inclusion of nonthermal emission
has little effect on the "2 values for KERRBB and BHSPEC.
Thus, the BeppoSAX data can be completely accounted for by a
bare accretion disk spectra as long as relativistic effects on the
spectra are included.

BHSPEC provides a better fit (""2 ¼ #32) to the data than
KERRBB for an inclination i ¼ 67$, a source distance D ¼
52 kpc, and f ¼ 1:7. Allowing f to vary from 1.5–1.9 does not
improve the KERRBB quality offit significantly. The prescrip-
tion for relativistic effects in the two models are essentially iden-
tical, so the differences in the spectral shapes are primarily due
to the different prescriptions for the disk surface emission. The
annuli spectra which make up the BHSPECmodel have imprints
from metal opacities and may differ from color-corrected black-
bodies by several percent. In addition, annuli at different radii have
local spectra that are best approximated by different values of f,
with f usually being higher for the hotter, inner annuli. KERRBB
assumes one value of f for thewhole disk. Although these discrep-
ancies are not at a level that is significantly greater than the intrin-
sic uncertainties in the BHSPEC model, we find it encouraging
that the model that includes atomic physics provides a better fit.

Despite these differences in the quality of fit, KERRBB and
BHSPEC both give values of a% " 0:3 for i ¼ 67$. The best-fit
value for a% for BHSPEC is a function of $, with $ ¼ 0:1 giving
a lower a% than $ ¼ 0:01. This is the case in all fits and is most
simply understood by examining how changes in the parameters
either harden (increase the mean photon energy) or soften ( lower
the mean photon energy) the spectra. As a% increases, the inner
radius of the disk decreases. This results in a larger fraction of the

gravitational binding energy being released in a smaller area of
the disk surface. The resulting increase in TeA in these annuli
produces a spectrum with higher average photon energies. There-
fore, increasing a% hardens the spectra, even at fixed luminosity.
The sensitivity of the spectrum to $ is more complex. It is

strongest at high Ṁ in radiation pressure–dominated annuli where
the surface density # is low. A larger $ yields a lower #, mak-
ing the disk less effectively optically thick. For a range of Ṁ ,
the$ ¼ 0:01 annuli remain very effectively optically thick while
the $ ¼ 0:1 annuli become less effectively optically thick and
eventually effectively optically thin as Ṁ increases. For$ ¼ 0:1,
the densities are lower and the temperatures are higher. The pho-
tons cannot thermalize as well, causing the spectrum to harden
significantly. At lower Ṁ , both models have sufficiently large #
so that spectral formation occurs nearer the disk surface at ap-
proximately the same densities and temperatures. The $ ¼ 0:1
models still tend to be slightly less dense in the spectral forming
region and are therefore slightly harder, but the differences are
significantly smaller than at higher Ṁ. Therefore, the depen-
dence of the best-fit a% on $ results from an increase in $ from
0.01 to 0.1, hardening the spectrum so that a% must be reduced to
compensate.
The best-fit a% is also a function of i. As can be seen in Table 2,

making i and D free parameters does not significantly improve
the quality of fit in these cases. However, it does greatly increase
the uncertainty in the best-fit a%. This is illustrated in Figure 2,
where we plot the 66%, 90%, and 99% joint confidence contours
for a% and i. The strong correlation exists because lowering i soft-
ens the spectrum so that a% must increase to compensate. This is

TABLE 2

LMC X-3 BeppoSAX Fit Summary

Modela $
i

(deg)

D

( kpc) a%

kTin
(keV)

NH

(1020 cm#2) "2
#

DISKBB........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:0139þ0:0074
#0:0080 4:18þ0:21

#0:20 336/177

KERRBB.......................... . . . 67 52 0:3639þ0:0013
#0:0013 . . . 5:08þ0:27

#0:25 275/177

BHSPEC .......................... 0.1 67 52 0:141þ0:021
#0:020 . . . 5:65þ0:27

#0:26 243/177

BHSPEC .......................... 0.01 67 52 0:258þ0:019
#0:019 . . . 5:58þ0:27

#0:26 246/177

BHSPEC .......................... 0.01 53þ13
#10 51:4þ1:2

#0:0 0:54þ0:11
#0:10 . . . 5:92þ0:31

#0:27 238/175

Note.—All uncertainties are 90% confidence for one parameter. Parameters reported without uncertainties were held fixed during the fit.
a The full XSPEC model is WABS%(Model+COMPTT).

Fig. 2.—The 66%, 90%, and 99% confidence contours in the a% cos i plane
for the best-fit BHSPECmodel ($ ¼ 0:01, i free) to the BeppoSAX LMCX-3 data.
The vertical dashed linesmark uncertainty limits inferred for the binary inclination.
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partly because the line-of-sight projection of the azimuthal fluid
velocity component decreases. This reduces the blueshift and
beaming of the emission from the approaching side of the disk,
and moves the ‘‘position’’ of the high energy tail to lower ener-
gies. Also, the projected disk area increases, which produces a
larger flux for the observer at infinity. This needs to be com-
pensated by a decrease in Ṁ , and therefore l. This decrease in
l lowers TeA and again softens the spectrum. Thus, our ability to
constrain a! is generally improved by precise, reliable estimates
for i. The contours in Figure 2 suggest a! ’ 0:55 " 0:2 at 90%
confidence. If the binary inclination uncertainties are accurate
and the inner accretion disk is aligned with the binary orbit, these
constraints imply 0:2P a!P 0:4.

We also examine the variation of a! with the source distance
D. The BHSPEC model normalization N is defined so that D ¼
10/

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
kpc. The confidence range for the distance to LMC X-3

listed in Table 1 provides a tight constraint onN. However,N also
depends on the absolute flux calibration of the detector so that
any uncertainty in absolute flux translates into an effective un-
certainty for D. Therefore, we consider fits where N is free to
vary by 20% from its nominal values ofN ¼ (10 kpc/52 kpc)2 ¼
0:0370. The 66%, 90%, and 99% confidence contours in the
a!-D plane are shown in Figure 3. The best-fit model lies at the
upper limit of the allowed range of N. The best fit a! $ 0:38 is
slightly larger than the range (a! $ 0:25 " 0:05) consistent with
the distance constraints, which are plotted as vertical dashed lines
in the figure.

The strong anticorrelation between a! and D seen in Figure 3
exists because an increase in D leads to a decrease in the flux
expected at the detector (i.e., a lowerN ). This must be accounted
for by an increase in the luminosity (l ), which would shift the
spectral peak to higher energies at fixed a!. However, a! is a free
parameter and it can be lowered so that the spectral peak remains
fixed while l increases.

We also use these models to test for the possibility of magnetic
torques on the inner accretion disk. The energy release by a
torque increases the fraction of emission at small radii and in-
creases the effective temperature of the annuli. This produces a
hardening of the spectrum similar to an increase in a!. At the
time of publication, BHSPEC spectra have only been computed

from disks with nonzero torques for a! ¼ 0. KERRBB can be
used to examine torques at all a!, but the fits provide little
constraint as !!/! varies over the entire range of the model
from zero to one at 90% confidence when i is a free parameter.
As expected, increases in !!/! are offset by decreases in a!.
An upper limit on torque can be obtained by fitting BHSPEC at
a! ¼ 0. The best fit!!/! ¼ 3 " 0:8 with "2 /# ¼ 245/175 and
i ¼ 73% " 1%. This value of "2 is only slightly greater than in
the untorqued case, and the best-fit inclination is consistent
with the constraints on the binary inclination, so it is difficult to
rule out the possibility of large torques from these data.

2.2.2. RXTE Data

GD04 have already selected a sample of disk-dominatedRXTE
observations for several sources, includingLMCX-3. From these,
we have selected a subset of 10 epochs that evenly cover the
range of disk luminosities inferred from the GD04 analysis. The
luminosities of these epochs are plotted against the maximum
color temperature in the left panel of Figure 4. The black filled
circles correspond to the data sets used in our work and red tri-
angles represent the other epochs in the GD04 sample. These
plots were generated by taking DISKBB fit results and making
corrections for the temperature profile and relativistic effects
(Zhang et al. 1997). This plot only includes epochs in which the
disk component is inferred to account for greater than 85% of
the bolometric flux. A detailed explanation of the analysis can
be found in GD04. The values of Ldisk /LEdd and Tmax are evalu-
ated using the estimates in Table 1, so there is some uncertainty in
collective position of these symbols on the plot. However, the
placement of the points relative to each other is robust to these
uncertainties so that reproduction of the shapes of these L-T re-
lations provides an important test for our disk models. We repeat
the same procedure for observations of J1550 and J1655 and plot
these in the center and right panels of Figure 4, respectively.

As stated in x 1, the luminosity is roughly proportional to the
fourth power of the maximum temperature. The dashed curves
represent lines of constant f where L / T 4

max. In the bottom pan-
els of Figure 4 we have also plotted L/T 4

max
in order to more

easily evaluate spectral hardening relative to this overall trend.
Comparison of the data with these curves shows some evidence
for hardening with increasing L for J1665 and J1550. LMC X-3
is roughly consistent with a constant f, but a close examination
suggests there might be weak signs of hardening above$0:9 keV
and softening at the highest temperatures.

We investigate this spectral evolution with Ṁ by fitting the
models directly to the data. We consider the same models as in
x 2.2.1, but we now fix the absorption column since it is not
well constrained without the low-energy coverage. For LMC
X-3 we fix it at NH ¼ 5:5 ; 1020 cm&2 to be consistent with the
BeppoSAX fits. We initially fix i and D, and fit only a single
value of a! for all epochs.We also fix f ¼ 1:7 for KERRBB and
$ ¼ 0:1 or 0.01 for BHSPEC. Only Ṁ (or l ) is allowed to vary
for each epoch. We also consider models with DISKBB, fitting a
single normalization simultaneously to all data sets. This is also
consistent with assuming a fixed color correction and constant
effective area for each epoch.With these choices, eachmodel has
the same number of free parameters. There is a single parameter
shared by all data sets (a! or DISKBB normalization), and two
parameters for each individual data set: one for the soft /thermal
component (Ṁ , l, or Tin), and a normalization for the nonthermal
component. For BHSPEC, we also consider fits where i and D
(orN ) are free parameters. Since only a single value of either pa-
rameter is fit for all epochs, this provides at most two additional
parameters.

Fig. 3.—The 66%, 90%, and 99% confidence contours in the a!-D plane of
the best-fit BHSPEC model ($ ¼ 0:01, i ¼ 67%, N free) to the BeppoSAX LMC
X-3 data. Here we have let the normalization vary by 20% above and below its
nominal value of N ¼ (10 kpc/52 kpc)2 ¼ 0:0370. The model normalization N
is enumerated on the upper horizontal axis. The vertical dashed lines mark un-
certainty limits associated the distance estimate in Table 1.
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Can this method be applied to AGNs?

• Easier to measure distances to AGNs

• But BH masses and disk inclinations are very 
difficult to get

• AGN disks have kT ~ 20 eV; anathema!

✦ radiate in FUV; thermal spectrum unobservable

✦ atmosphere models more difficult (cf, CVs)

• If X-ray emission models are right (Lecture 3), 
disks must be intensely radiated.
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Where do we stand?

• SED models have only partial success.

✦ Qualititative features of the data are reproduced. 

✦ Most successful application is to hot XRB disks.

✦ Spectacular failure in AGN SEDs. 

• Where could the problem be?

✦ Fundamental theory has open questions.

✦ Atmosphere models are also incomplete 
(we know there are winds).

✦ Irradiated atmospheres (e.g., current big picture 
in AGNs not self-consistent) !
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End of Lecture I




